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Peoples of the Salmon 58 de Jure Government 

February 5, 2023 Meeting Minutes 
 
Headsman: Popois 
 
.Pakan serving of courts of Alberta/Sask. were sent. 
.Monday Jan.30th sent, received Tues and Wed, in the hands of Premier Scott Moe.  
.Counting 10 days’ notice to return response, claim of land will be obtained, no more protest. 
.Municipal Corp. cannot afford the leasing of our Lands. 
.They are Squatters on the land (also see Abolition of Adverse possession or 'Squatter Rights' Bill 3, Alberta 
Dec. 15th 2022). 
.Update on other Tribes signing our Flag. 
.Briefing of other Sovran’s who have been in contact with our  
Tribe like Noleen of the Dene Tha' Treaty 8. 
Monique  
.Screen shares valuable documents Popois has obtains for Our 
tribe and others. 
Popoise  
.Reads the papers on Ports on Land and other important info as well as 
explaining what it all means.  
Iskotew 
.They the persons want freedom when they realize that it pays better than 
the life they have now, and means real freedom. 
.Roman Tactics are brainwashing and fear. 
Popois 
.Reads through papers in the hub.  
.Comprehending our Flag's meaning to us and others, People's of  
The Salmon Flag is Freedom, we are not Pirates like the Corps. Flag. 
.The Corporation Canada cannot be found registered anywhere, 
they are a company business on Foreign Lands. 
.1704 Mohegan Indians Vs Connecticut. 
.1901 no Validity from then, before and now. 
.The Corporation Canada has committed 1000's of different  
varieties of Treason since they arrived. 
Iskotew 
.England Does not Own their Crown, the Criminal money 
laundering ring, the Vatican Does. 



Popois 
.Banking info. 
.Trust is 650 Trillion and resource is 600-700 Trillion. 
.Since 1901 Corps have been taking 1$ per tone gravel/35 thousand  
tones a day and that's just 1 eg. 
.Blackfoot, one of our Allies is developing engineering and land  
expeditions, as well as banking ideas. 
.There is a plethora of Great knowledge within our Tribe and our  
Allies(a sovereign or state associated with another by treaty or league). 
.Mention how UN Parliament never received their paper Notices. 
.Value in Resources, Lands and People and we are taking it all back. 
.Band Councils are Agents to the Crown. 
.Persons are considered the Walking Dead to the Vatican and Crown Corps. 
.All our Tribunal members are knowledgeable in the ways of writing our  
Sovran Documents. 
Myaoke 
.Speaks about education to those who are unaware of their enslavement. 
.Belief systems used to tell lies and Brainwashing. 
.We must Plant the seeds of knowledge. 
Popois 
.All land leases are null and Void, 8888 Foreign Gov. on this our Lands. 
Iskotew  
.Speaks on Vatican and Crown , Roman Tactics of fear and mind control, 
Still in the same repetitive loop, aka Army and Police, and Bar ties  
to the Vatican and Crown, used against its own, eons old tricks and  
magic, Splitting minds and body, control through emblems/logos  
on the Subconscious Psyche( the human mind, soul or spirit). 
.Popois  
.Band and Council has to come to us. 
.Lawyers( those who have a license to lie) Do not know our customs and 
Traditions. 
.2014 the Tsilhqot'in Won their Supreme Court of Canada Case 'original Title'. 
Popois 
.Explains Judicial council. 
.Bar and Law. 
New* Chief Three Rivers speaks from Hawaii 
.Original Healing Remedies and research, cures for the vaccinations to cure myocarditis all natural healing 
with a natural Honey base .  
.Alliance talks about International Law, chats about signing our  
Flag in Trades Peace and Good Governance. 
.Gives Our Peoples a compliment on our Knowledge and usage of it. 
Popoise  
.Speaks about the Genocide case in Thailand against Pfizer, as Their Princess took the 1st booster shot to 
show her people that it was ok and she collapsed and went into a coma. 
.They sent out a public ban on Vaccinations in their country. 
Popois 
Holds Grand Jury Consensus on two issues. 



1. Prohibit any further Vaccinations, and Pandemic nonsense in Kanat'an. 
Passed unanimous, 100%, Documents to be sent 
2. Prohibit any further exploitation in the false usage of fake Climate change agendas. 
Passed unanimous 100%, Documents to be sent. We are the 2nd Country in the World to do this  
Dev 
.Mentions how Foreign genocide Law has been imposed on the health and welfare of our People and terms 
of suggested usage in the Documents to be sent. 
Chief Three Rivers 
.Suggests the word use age Rescission (in international Law , time, trouble, death, genocide). 
Muslishas 
.Reminder of 2020 by Universal and One Peoples Federation. 
.Mentions we all are also protected under them also. 
.Formally and generously offers Lands to our People. 
.Discussionon the Carbon tax ploy and their attempt to force it on the World. 
.Discussion turns to many Healing remedies. 
Micheal; 
Calm yourself health care store is shared and viewed. 
Chief Three Rivers; 
Rose oil, natural ways to rise the bio frequencies, pine needle oils dissolve crystals as well its aromatherapy 
usage. 
Monique; 
NANO SOMA: Sugar cane, rice-wheat infusions. 
Iskotew; 
Telomeres, Colloidal silver, Gold, copper mixes. 
Many others; 
Sharing all kinds of remedies and heath care info. 
Popois 
.Speaks on the importance of our Marshalls to be implemented for our protection and wanting to us to hire 
One of the Green Berets special army forces Training. 
.Safety and authority Documentation, Bans, Trades and Law enforcement.  
.Sovereign Land Credits. 
.Rejuvenation projects on 12,000 acres of Tsilhquot,in Rain Forest. 
.Recap on Muskwa's food sovereignty, Popois had a 4 day visit at the site. 
Popois 
.Reading of papers Insurgence of Cultures. 
Closing Grace Iskotew 
.As well as a Quote by: Iskotew's Poetry. 
 
Peoples of the Salmon, as the sun shines, grass is green, the rivers flow and wind blows, Mother's Earth and Oceans resources that feed 

us, we accept for Value that we remain Stewards of the Land and Allies to Her/His Majesty in Council of Great Britain et al, by the 
authority of the Peoples of the Salmon. Repealed 1665 and 1835. We accept your Acquiescence as True.                

Non-response by the last Posting of this Notice is acquiescence 

As a distinct Land Title system from the British, we need no external recognition of nor exercise of. 
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